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Thib chaPter will PrOVide a brief butVeY of Si:me of the

current issues in the literature on tebting linguistic and

. :--cOMMUnitatiVe Proficiency, and will narrow the field somewhat by

fOcUSing on the testing of reading comprehension as a case in

point.(2) W4 Will mtdk-t br dimaummina m4v4ral theormtiaal immuem

in language teSting, will then consider several areas of concern

regardin) methods Of teSting reading comprehension; and will

conclude with A lOok at Strategieb of teSt takers in dealing with

reading COMPrehenbion tebtb.

Theoretical Tc.crIrcac,

1. Pu-i-vami-m- -Ear TO-Ot2iail

It has been demonstrated that teat8 can be USed f-or

administrative, instructional, or research purposes (Jacob8 Ot

al. 1981). In fact; the 8ame test of reading cOMprehenaion could

conceivably be used for twelve different purposes, fiVe

administrative purposes assessme_t, placement, eXemption,

certification; promotion: four instructional purposes

diagnosis, evidence of progress, feedback tO tne reSPOndent,

evaluation of teaching or curriculum: and three reSearth putpcse

evaluation; experimentation, knowledge about language learning

and language use.

(2) I owe my expertise in language testing in no small part to
Robert Politzer; for it was he who encouraged me to become an
evaluator of a bilingual education program; which in turn gave me
field experience in psychometrics, which afforded me the
credibility which led to offers for work which enabled me to get
even more experience.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Given the traditional ways of designing te8t8 of reading

comprehension, the average test in not intended to be used f-or

more than several purposes, and the major split iS Often between

proficiency tamtm intmndo6 for adminlmtrativa murmommm and

achievement tmmtm for ammmtammmnt Of inmtruational rmmulta.

Current innovations in testing; however; would suggest that

the same test could possibly merge these two different sets of

purposes under cetain circumstances; i.e.; 'f assumptions of

design and use are met. In other words, it is being suggeSted

that tests used to differentiate people according tb general

level of ability and tests used for certifying the attainment of

content be combined in one test (Henning 1985). The suggested

means for achieving this merger i8 through item response theOrY

(specifically; the Rasch model); wherein a latent "acquisition"

continuum is inferred both for testing taks and for the ability

level of the respondents. In that both respondents' ability and

item or task difficulty are positioned along the same latent

continuum; it is thus considered possible to make inferences from

examinee performance that are referenced to the performances of

other individuals or to the standards imposed by other tasks. It

is argued that by merging proficiency and achievement tests in

this way; placement can be more in line with what is taught;

passing from one level of instruction to the next can be

contingent on actual learning; and the curriculum can be more

sensitive to individual differences of students at every level.

4
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It is important to piont out that this suggested merger is

only possible if a number of assumptions about test design are

met. It assumes that the Rasch model prOVides a "good fit" f-or

the item. In testing language competence, this i8 prOblematiC

since the Rasch model requires rhe items to be constructed along

a single dimension and yet there is usually a degree of

multidimensionality in language tests since language competence

is not a unitary skin, but rather involves different types of

skills (see Wodd and Baker 1985). Other assumptions that are

disputed include the claims that the item bank will retain stable

properties over a long period and that it is possible to

gradually add items without retesting all those in the bank.

Woods and Barker add that Rasch provides a "sample-free" estimate

of item difficulty only if the Rasch model provides a perfect fit

and reflects true item difficulties rather than just estimates.

However, according to Woods and Barker, random variation in the

respondents rules out the possiblity of a perfect fit. Thus;

whereas we need to be open to the possiblity of new groupings of

test purposes in accordance with advances in the field, we must

proceed cautiously, weighing the pros and cons of each

innovation.

2. Tt Validity

The next issue we will consider is that of test validity.

It is related to testing purpose in that a test can only be

considered as valid or invalid with respect to some intended

purpose. Although test validity is often discussFA; the actual

5
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measure of validity i8 illuSiVe. Part Of the problet iS that, aa

Morrow (1981) points out, there iS no Stith thing aa "abaolute

validity." OalOitY OXist8 only in terta of Specified -criteria.

if the criteria selected are the WrOng oneS (i.e., nOt

interesting or not useful) , then the validitv iS spurious. ThUS,

the situation mall arise wherein a teat with admirable qualities

is invalid in that it i8 lisOd for inappropriate puepoaea. For

example; a test may be an adequate measure of general placement

but be of limited utility in diagnosis of specific reading

problems

Another part of the problem is that certain measures of

validity lend themselves more easily to more conventional means

of investigation; while others do not (Underhill 1983).

Concurrent and predictive validity(3) -Cart be readilV 888d88d

empirically through correlating results on the test under study

with scores on other tests considered to be valid in terMS of

specified criteria. Construct; e.ontent validity, and fate

validity(4), on tho other hand; are referred to bY UndOrhill aa

(3) "Concurrent validity" relates to the extent of correlation
between the test results and those on another test believed to
measure the same function, both taken at the same time:
"Predictive validity" deals with the extent to which results on
the test enable prediction of performance on another test in the
future:

(4) "Construct validity" concerns the extent to which the
items/tasks match the theory behind them: "Content validity"
considers whether the items/tasks in the test match what the test
as a whole purports tc assess "Face validity" deals with the
issue of whether the test looks like a reasonable test:

6
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forms of "theoretical validation" in that test evaluators must

rely on "intuition and introspection" for their assessment.

In recent years the conventional means of assessing

validation have been questioned and the more L:nconventional have

been given more credence; It has been pointed out; for example,

that assessing both concurrent and predictive validation is not

so simple. The argument is made that a high correlation between

two tests does not indicate which is preferable, or if either is

any good for the given purpose, or whether one can be substituted

for the other Rather, it is suggested that trait-method

interaction may be taking place i,e,; that in a given language

use situation; individual respondents will react differently (Low

1985), In addition; it has been suggested that the term "face

validity" is unfortunate because of its derogatory overtones;

Low (1985) would offer the term "perceived validity" instead. As

relates to respondents; then; this form of validation would

refer to their perceptions as to: 1) any bias in test content

(i.e., whether the content seems to favor a resrondent with

certain background knowledge or expertise) , 2) the nature of the

task that they are being requested to perform; and 3) the nature

of their actual performance on the test as a whole and on any

particular subtests (test-taking strategies employed).

This concern for giving careful consideration to perceived

validity comes =t a time when mentalistic measures are being

Called unon to gather verbal reports from respondents regarding

the strategies that they are using during the process of taking
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tests (Cohen 1984, Cohen 1980, Dollerup et al. 1982). It is

being demorlstrated that the USe of mentalistic measures can yield

empirical data that provide considerable information concerning

how respondents perceive tests and hoW they actUally dêal With

them in testing situations. Having looked at the issues of

clarifying purposes for testing and of cOnsidering reSpOndentS'

perceptions of these tests, let Us now look at key ConcernS in

determining or evaluating methods of testing reading

comprehension.

Methods of Testing ReadinoComp-rehe-n-SIOn

Readirig comprehension items or procedure8 require Of

learners that they use a certain type Or tYpe8 of reading,

comprehend at a certain level or combination of levels of

meaning; enlist a certain comprehension skill or skills, and do

all cf this within the framework of a certain testing method or

methods; In this section; we will look at some of the choices

available to the test constructor and considerations of concern

to the test user;

1. TyriO. of R.g.cadirieJ

Items and procedures can be written so that they implicitly

or explicitly call for a given type of reading. For exaMple,

respondent can be given a lengthy passage to read in a liMited

time frame such that the only way to handle it successfully i8 to

8
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skiM(5) Or to ocan(6); dQvQndino on tho. tamk. A diatirmtion

also made between scanning and "search reading," where in the

latter Case the respondent is scanning without being sure about

the forM that the information will take (i.e., whether it iS a

word; phrase, sentence, passage, or whatever) (Pugh 1978) . A

respondent could also be given a passage to read receptivelY(7).

Yet another approach i8 tO have reSpondents read responsivelY,

such that the written material acts as a prompt to them tO

reflect on some point or other and then possibly to respond in

writing. Testing formats in which questions are inter8PetSed

within running text may especially cater to such an approach, if

the questions stimulate an active dialog between the teXt and the

reader.

The type of reading task i8 raised here because it would

appear to be neglected at times in the procesS Of test

construction. In other words, reading items and tasks are

sometimes constructed without careful consideration as to how the

respondent is to read them: It may even be of benefit for the

test constructor to indicate explicitly to the respondent the

type of reading expected. For example, a certain item could be

introduced by the following:

(5) Overall rapid inspection with periods of close insp ction.

(6) Locating a specific symbol or group of symbols e.g.; a
date, a name of a person or place; a sum of money, etc:.

(7) Discovering accurately what the author seeks tD convey.
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Read the following text through rapidly (i.e., skiM it) in

order to get the main points. There will net be time te

read the text intensively. When you haVe Completed thi8

reading, answer the questions provided Withc.Ut looking

back at the text. You will have ten minutOS for the

exercise.

Anoi:hei type of reading constituting a test of its own i8

oral reading. Various oral reading functions could be tested

such as the giving of a talk from a scripted text; the announcing

of public information (as if at a train station; airport, etc.),

the reading aloud of the contents of a pamphlet (giving, for

example, the operating instructions-for some appliance) , or the

reading of a children's story: Jiven that the reading of text as

oral recitation is not intended to be the same sort of behavior

as silent reading (involving the skipping of words and phrases,

regressions, and pauses) ; oral reading needs to be assessed by

its own set of criteria; not by those used for assessing silent

reading. For example; a scrip'.:ed talk could be assessed in terms

of smooth'iess of delivery; appropriateness of intonation; and so

forth. The successful reading of a pamphlet could be based on

whether stress is placed on those items of crucial importance in

haing the appliance operate successfully.

A possible misuse of oral reading has been as a means Eor

tapping silent reading through assessing miscues i e:, the

addition; subtraction, substitution, or LYansposition of material

10
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while reading aloud (Leu 1982). Effective reading comprehension

almost invariabley means silent reading. The reader Of a

scientific paper, for example, may well stop at numerous point8

and go back to check the precise working Of earlier part8 of the

article; or periodicallY jump forward to eaad the foothOteS, the

references, or pre-read the conclusion (Carre 1981). In Short,

oral reading as recitation ia not the same process as silent

reading:

2. Lkwp.1 of Ivintnt4

A test item or procedure can tap COMprehension at one of

four levels of meaning or at several levels simultaneously:

grammatical meaning; propositional, meaning; discoursal meaning,

and pragmatic meaning (adapted from Nuttall 1982). Note,

however; that these categories are presented as a rough rule of

thumb; rather than as a hierarchy of discrete levels.

Grammatical maanino daala with th.:4 mq.,aninqa that worda And

morphemes have cn their own. Prov051tlonal AbAanihn i-bra to tha

meaning that a clause or sentence can have on its own, i.O., the

information that the clause or sentence transmits. This meaning

is also referred to as its "informational value." EviAli,o

meaning. rctlatQm to thiA m54anino a aQntQnco can havQ only Wh'On in

context. This meaning is also referred to as its "functional

value;" Praomatic mminu conc-Qi:.no thio MO4Miti that a ot;1,ntonci..:

has only as part of tte interaction between writer and reader.

This is the meaning that reflects the writer's feElings;

attitude , and the intended effect of the utterance upon the

reader.
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The level of meaning that has perhaps gotten the most

attention in the literature in recent years is the discoursal

one; especially the perception of rhetorical functions conveyed

by text For example; an item may overtly or covertly require a

respondent to identify where and how something is being defined;

classified, exemplified, or contrasted with something else.

Often such "discourse functions" are signaled by connectors or

"discourse markers;" Nontheless; uninformed or unalort readers

may miss these signals words or phrases such as "unless,"

"however," "thus," "whereas;" and the like. Research has shown

that such markers need not be subtle to cause reading problemS.

Simple markers of sequential points ("first," "alsO," and

"finally") may be missed by a reader as well as more Subtle

markers (see Cohen et al. 1979).

3 ft.mtiviThkItitaion Skill

Not only must a test constructor and user be aware of levels

of comprehension; but also of individual skills tested by reading

comprehension questions at one or more such levels of meaning.

There are numerous taxonomies of such skills Alderson (1986)

offers one which reflects a compilation of others; and includes:

(1) the ability to recognize words and phrases of similar and

opposing meaning; (2) the identifying or locating of information,

(3) the discriminating of elements or features within conteXt:

the analysis of elements within a structure and of the

relationship among them e.g., causal, sequential,

chronological, hierarchica , (4) the interpr,Aing of complex

12
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ideas, actions, events; relationships; (5) inferencing the

deriving of conclusions and predicting the continuation, (6)

synthesis, and (7) evaluation. We note that this taxonomy omits

the reader-writer relationship e.g.; the author's distance

from the text and the level of participation in the text that the

author requires of the reader: With this taxonomy; as with

others; the boundaries between skills are assumed to be discrete

when; in reality; they may not be;

It is noteworthy that taxonomies of comprehension skills do

not necessarily imply that the reading of texts requiring the use

of so7called "higher-order" skills necessarily constitutes a more

difficult task. In other words; interpreting complex

relationships may not be any more difficult and perhaps easier

than recognizing that two words are antonyms in a given context.

Alderson (1986) ; for example; reported on a study in which both

weaker and more proficient Bombay university students had as much

difficulty with lower-order questions as they had with higher-

order ones: One explanation given was that whereas the lower-

order questions measured language skills, the higher-order ones

measured cognitive skills which the lower-proficiency students

had no problem with; Another explanation was that the lower- and

higher-order distinction was faulty. Apparently ten expert

judges at Lancaster disagreed on 27 out of the 40 reading items

as to what each of them measured.

4; TRatinn bWthodm

13
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Besides considering the type of reading to be performed, the

desired levels of comprehension, and the comprehension skills to

be tapped, the test constructor and user needs to give careful

thought to the testing methocL The challenge is to maximize the

measurement of the trait i,e,i the respondent's ability, while

minimizing the reactive effects of the methocL In order to do

this, it is useful to be informed as to the options for testing

with each method and what these options yield. We will look at

three areas of concern regarding testing method the language

f response, the cloze and the C-test, and the design of

genuinely communicative reading comprehension tests.

a. ThQ Lianuuaa f R.g4Eitiontig

In foreign language tests, item responses have usually been

in the foreign language, except in translation tasks. In the

case of open-ended answers, Laufer (1983) offered three reasons

why first-language responses might be preferable. She noted that

when responses are in the foreign language, it is possible t

copy answers from the text, writing may be of poor quality, and

the respondent can be terse in order to play it safe, thus

providing not quite enough information to judge whether the

response is correct.

Researchers have recently been exploring the effects of

mixed language formats elicitation in foreign language,

response in first language. Shohamy (1984) , for example, found

that multiple-choice and open-ended responses in first language

were eaSier to anSwer and were prObably proceSsed differently

1 4
;.7.;,1
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that it the foreign language. Although she felt that having

MUltiOle-thoite alternatives in the first language may give clues

to the meaning of the text, she saw it as eliminating the use of

teitky look-alike items and unknown distractors. She found that

With her sample Of Israeli twelfth-grade students of English as a

fOreign language, the language used for responses affected lower

proficiency students more. She concluded that in criterion-

referenced testing situations, where the purpose was to have

every respondent performance at maximal levelo then responses to

foreign-language items should be in the first language.

In another study, Zupnik (1985b) had twenty Hebrew-speaking

intermediate EFL students (in their first year at the UniVerSity)

perform two tasks on an EngliSh text. In the first task, the

students were requested to read the ,:ext and were asked fiVe

questions in English, two involving definition8, the Other three

involving a reason, a relationship, and a prOCe88 reSpectiVelY.

In this task they wore to indicate the preci88 line(8) in the

English text that provided an answer tO the question. These

responses were collected and then the respondents were asked the

same questions again, but in the second task theY were to pi-it:Nide

open-ended answers for the question8 in HebreW fii-8t in roUgh

draft; then in a revised version. Finding the relevant line of

text in English was intended to reflect those types of questions

that can be answered by quoting from the text; thus encouraging

superfi ia± reading; The first-language responses were expected

to demand a deeper comprehension of the text.

1 5
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The reSUlts showed first-language responses to reflect a

lower level of comprehension than the foreign-language reSpOn8e8

(42% average correct on the Hebrew version vs. 59% on the English

version). Also, although the correlation between performance on

the two forms was signficant (p<.05); it was low (r=.45). The

researcher concluded that the two tests were in part testing

different things. She pointed cut that in reading a foreign-

language text; it is possible to recognize that A causes B

without understanding what B means. She noted that definitions

were particularly easy to identifv superficially and harder to

explain in the first language. The item discrimination reSultS

indicated that the better re8pondents did better both on

"locating abilities" (e.g.; skimming and scanning), as called for

in the English-language responses, and on reading in depth; as

called for in the Hebrew-language responses. The better

respondents were also more likely to paraphrase the relevant

material from the text when responding in their first-language

rather than translating word-for-word (85% of responses from the

better students vs. 57% of responses from the weaker students).

b; Tha CItiza and tho C-Totat

The origins of the cloze test date back farther than many

would think to 1897, in fact. At that time, Ebbinghaus

proposed a series of tests that had one- or two-word deletions,

rational deletion; and partial deletion from the beginning or end

of words (Ebbinghaus 1897). There is a controversy concering the

cIoze test as to whether filling in cloze items is not just a
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matter of perceiving local redundancy; but rather; involves an

awareness of the flow of discourse across sentences and

paragraphs; as 011er (1979; ch. 12) maintains. Whereas recent

research would suggest that traditional fixed-word deletion is

more of a micro-level completion test (a measure of word- and

sentence-level reading ability) than a macro-level measure of

skill at understanding connected discourse (Alderson 1983; Klein-

BraleY 1981); Chavez-011er et al. (1985) have recently come out

with yet another claim that cloze is sensitive to constraints

beyond n-11 wordm on mithmr midm of a blank, bammd on a

reanalysis of earlier data.

As an alternative to the fixed-word deietioni researchers

have turned to the rationale deletion cloze; whereby words are

deleted according to predetermined; primarily linguistic criteria

often stressing the area considered to be underrepresented;

namely, macro-Ievel discourse links (Levenston et ai. 1984).

Research by Bachman (1985) with EFL university students found

that the rational deletion approach sampled much more across

sentence boundaries and somewhat more across clause boundaries

Within the same sentence than did the fixed-ratio cloze. He

Concluded that the rational deletion cloze was a better measure

-of the reading of connected discourse, although he questioned its

construct validity. Bachman found that while the rational

deletion procedure affords the test developer a better means for

making Judgements regarding the content validity of such tests,

the queStion remdinS aS to whether such tests "in fact measure

17
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the components of language proficiency hypothesized by the

deletion criteria" (Ba,7hman 1985:550) i:e:; the flow of

discourse across sentences and paragraphs within a text: Markham

(1985); for example, would contend that even the rational

deletion cloze does not measure comprehension of connected

discourse. He gave 84 English-speaking university students of

German an original and a scrambled version of a rational deletion

cloze and found that neither were testing for global reading

ability; Thus; the controversy continues;

A suggested alternative to the cloze testi namely the C-

test; has been proposed by Klein-Braley and Raatz (Raatz & Klein-

Braley 1982; Klein-Braley & Raatz 1984, Klein-Braley 1985, Raatz

1985); In this procedure; the second half of every other word is

deleted, leaving the first and the last sentence of the passage

intact; A given C-test

(maximum 100 words)

eliminates certain problems

consists of a number of short passages

on a variety of topics; This alternative

associated with cIoze; such as choice

of deletion rate and starting point, representational sampling of

different language elements in the passage, and the inadvertent

assessment of written production as well as reading. With the C=

test, being given a clue (half the word) serves as a stimulus for

respondents to find the other half. The following is one passage

within a C-teSt (from Raatz 1985):

Pollution is one of the big problems in the World

todaY. Towns a citieS a growing, indu

1 8
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is gra___ , and t_ populatiOn o the

wo is gro . Almost every_ causes

poll in way b another ait

filled Wi fumes fr factories

vehicles, a_ there i_ noise fr airplanes

a machines RiV lake6 ã. SeaS

Polluted b factories and by sewage from our homes;

At present it would appear that the C-test may wen be a

tote teliable and valid means of assessing what the ,--)oze test

assesses, but as suggested above, it is still not clear to what

extent the C-test tests more than micro-level Processing.

Because half the word is given, students who do not understand

the Macto-conteXt can still mobilize their vocabulary skills

adequately to fill in the appropriate discourse connector witout

indulging in higher-level Processing. This vas the finding from

research using Hebrew C-tests (Cohen et al. 1984) -(8) Extnaive

research on what processing Of C-test items actually entails is

currently underway -- using data from protocols of German

speakers'verbal reports while taking French and Spanish C-teStS,

and more information will be äväilable in the 1-1-ar future

(Grotjahn 1986).

(8) Lo (Personal Communication) suggests that the C-test is a
different test for VO languages as opposed to OV languages
because verbal affixes and morphology are in different positions.
For example; a Gaelic C-test would only give the first letter of
a mutation and frequently, the letter given would be for the
affix not for the noun atem.

1 9
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. Communicativs Tssts of Asadind Comrirshsnsion

For years attention has been paid to so-called

"communicative teats" -- usually implying tests dealing With

speaking. More recently, efforts have been made to design truly

communicative tests of other language skills as well, auCh as

reading Comprehension. Canale (1984) points oUt that a gbod teat

iS hot jUat One Which is valid, reliable, and practical in terma

bf test administration and scoritO, but tathe one that ia

aCcePtable i.e., accepted as fair, important, and interesting

by teat takers and test users.(9) Also, s dood tsat ham f.g!citiack

potential -- rewarding both test takers Lnd test ubera With

clear, rich, relevant, and generalizable information. Canale

suggests that acceptabilitY and feedback potential have often

been accorded low priority, thus explaining the CUriOUS

phenomenon of multiple-choice tests claiming to assess Oral

interaction skills.

Some recent approaches to communicative testing were in part

an outgrowth of a theoretical framework propoed by Canale and

Swain (1980) ; which offered a basis for communicative testipo.

This framework defined four types of competence that need to be

considered in assessing communicative ability: grammatical,

(9) This position is an endorsement of:the need to take into
account "perceived validity" (Low 1985); as discussed above.
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discoUrSal, SOCiocultural, and strategic.(10) Both Swain and

Canale undertbok to construct communicative tests consistent with

their frameWOrk. The particular variety of communicative test

that thoy doait with hao been referred to as a "storYliiie" teat,

a test with a line of de,,,elopment. In such a test, there i8 a

common theme running throughout in order to assess context

effects. The basis for such an approach is that the respondents

learn as they read on; that they double back and check previous

content; and that the ability to use language in conversation or

writing depends in large measure on the skill of pickino up

information from past discussion and using it in fOrmulating new

strategies (Low, in press).

Swain (1984) , for example, developed a storyline teSt Of

French as a foreign language for high-school French immersion

students. The test consisted of six tasks around a ComMbh theme,

"finding summer employment." There were four writing tasks (a

letter, a note; a composition; and a technical exercise) and two

speaking tasks (a group discussion and a job interview). The

test was designed so that the topic would be motivating to the

students and so that there would be enough new information

(10) "Grammatical competence" refers to mastery of the
features and rules of the language; "discoursal competence" to
cohesion (local links within the text) and coherence
(interpretation and use of connected utterances in a meaningful
whole); "sociocultural competence" to sociocultural rules of
appropriateness (status; purpose; norms of interaction),_and
"strategic competence" to ways of compensating for imperfect
knowledge of rules (such as through paraphrase, shifts in
register, etc.).
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proVided in Order to giVe the taSk8 credibilitY. Swain provided

the respondents with SUffiCient tithe, 8UggeStion8 a8 to how tb d6

the teSt, and clear knowledge about what was being tested. There

was access to dictionaries and other reference material, and

opportunity to review and revise their work. Swain's main

concern was tc "bias for beSt" in the construction of the test

tb make éVerY effort to Sup:Oort the reSpondent8 in doing their

best of the teSt.(11)

Canale also provided a design for a communicative StorVline

test for administration to University-level learners of

English as a second language in Ontario (Canale 1984) . The

example provided had a suggested theme, "a day in the life Of a

student." It consisted of four phases, a warm-up, a leVe] Check,

a probe; and a wind-up. The wiam-up wao intridd to mit tt

takers at ease and to familiarize them with the language and the

interviewer. Tne given example was that of "choosing o e's

courses," intended to afford the respondents an opportunity to

decide which form of the teSt they wanted to try, an easier or a

more difficult one. The 4ovo1 nroficiQnc:Y

level at which the test taker performs best. The example

provided dealt with "applying for a iob or for aid," and

consisted of short-answer responses.

(II) The point here is that such cases of bias can be viewed
as a good thing as intentional bias. The aim would be to set
up tasks that test takers will be motivated to participate in,
such as those tha': approximate real-life situations (Spolsky
1985)
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The Dr:zikla waa intandad t6 ehalland;a taat takara with taaka

just beyond theil- identified level in order to VerifY taximut

Proficiency and to Show the test takers tasks Which Wert Still

beyond their abilit. in thiS Subte8t, respondents were asked tb

select a topic for a course report or take-me exam within tneir

own discipline area. The wi tit wam K.imad at tha tant takat-o'

best performance level in order to have them end with a sense of

accomplishment. Test takers who took the same diSciPline-

speciftc subtests were asked to engage a semi-directed

conversation on two themes: what each respondent proposed in the

just-completed writing task and what th y thought of the teSting

expe,:ience.

Canale (1985) views communicative tests such as that

described above as "proficiency-orientd achievement tests,"

which is consistent with Henning's (1935) t'aggested "marriage"

between proficiency and achievement testing mentioned above.

Canale offers five reasons for taKing this view:

(1) Such teE:ts put to use what is learned. There is a

transfer from controlled training to real performance.

(2) There is a focus on the me3sage; the function, and the

form, not just on the form.

(3) There is group collaboration as well as individual

work, not just .the latter.

(4) The respondents are called upon to use their

resourcefulness in resolving authentic problems in language use

as opposed to accuracy in resolving contrived problems at the

linguistic level.
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(5) The teSting it.self is more like learning, and thc

learners are more involved in the assessment.

Communicative stbryline tests have also received criticism

fer various reasons (Jones 1984; Liskin-Gasparro 1984; Low, in

press). The following are some of the reservationS made about

such types Of teStS:

(1) In order to approximate real life more, it is necessary

to move away from mass adminiStration and SC-0ring, which is less

practical and less Objectl]e. Tests that are accemtable fair,

itpoetapt, and interesting)

scale, classroom teStS.

(2) With A thematc Organizatien, there i3 less efficiency

because learners need to produce more te)-.ct or respond tc fewer

items.

(3) Such a te:.ft liMita the variety of language material and

thus leads to content bias expressly because the focuS of the

test s narrow.

(4) There is the possibility of contamination -- that a

question relating to the first part of the teSt Will be

unintentionally answered in a later Section. The fatt that

learnes can use information froM earlier pattS of the teSt in

answering subsequent qUestiOn8 loWerS the test's reliabilitY.

(5) It is difficult to design such teSts because of the

need to have genuine links between SectionS without haVing them

too interdependent.

and give feedback are usually small-
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(6) There i Potential shock effect if respondents have

not been teSted thj.3 approach before.

It would appear that such criticisms need to be taken into

account %Then considering the use CI* communicatiVe teStS. There

appear to be clear advantages to pursuing Suth teSting

approaches, accepting their limitations. A Hebrew UniVerSitY

seminar paper (Drill 1986) , for c.:ample, had thirtY-tW6 ninth-

grade Hebrew speakers complete a communicative Sto::-Yline teSt,

including five ta.-ks dealing with membership in a yol:th

group.(i2) Tho att.:dont woro thon amkod to compar thOir

experience on this test and on the traditional Multiple-choice

one they had taken previously. TheS, almost unatiMeuSlY endorSed

the communicative test as preferable because it was more

creative, allowed them to express their opinions: was more

interesting, taught them how to make contact with others, and

investited communication skills besides reading comprehension.

For these reasons, they felt that it provided a truer measure of

their competence than did the traditional test.

d. ComDutorizod Adatitivo Tomtlna (CAT1

(12) The tasks included: writing a letter as a response to a
friend interested in a youth movement the respondent belongs to,
presenting questions to the group leader to get more information
on the movement, preparing an announcement about the movement to
post on bulletin boards; writing out a telephone request for
information on how a local foundation could aid the movement, and
writing out a telephone response to an invitation by a political
group to join a demonstration of theirs.
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COmputerized adaptive teSting (CAT) of reading comprehension

implies an approach to testing whereby the selection and sequence

of items dependS On the pattern of success and failure

eXperiPincrA by the respondent. Most commonly, if the respondent

succoeds On a given item, one ot greater difficuTcty is presented,

a d if the respondent experien-ces failure, then an easier item is

pr68etted. The testing continUes until sufficient information

has been gathered to assess the particUlar r spondent's ability.

At PreZent, such tests are mostlY lir.ited to objective formats,

such as miJitiple-Choice. Based on item reSpOnse theory(13), CAT

i8 known to be more efficient and Aore aCcUrate than conventional

fixed-length test8 empio'ing miatiple-ChoiCe itemb (Tung 1986).

Among the advantages of CAT are the following: individual

testing time may be reduced, frUStratiOn and fatigue are

minimizd, boredom is reduced, teSt Scores and diagnostic

feedback may be proVided immediately, test security may b

enhanced (cincL: it is unlikelY that two ..-espóndents would receive

the same items in the same sequente), record-keeping functions

are improved, and information is readily aVailable for research

Purposes (Henning, in pre88). The Main dieadvantage is that

given its Present item-response-theory baSiS, CAT requireS that

(13) Item response theory_ (also.referred tO o8 "latent trait
measurement") refers primarily to analytical prOCOdUres for
quantifying_the probability of individUal iteM and person
response patterns given_the overall pattern of re8P-Ohses in a bet
of test data (Henning 1984). _ReferenCe_waS al80 Made to item
response theory above under "Theoretical IS8u68 in TeSting."
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the construct to be measured be unidimensional i.e., be

assumed to involve only one major factor or underlyino trait. It

is suggested that such an assumption threatens to trivialize and

compromise the existing theories of reading comprehension, which

include multiple dimensions, such as world knowledge, language

and cultural background, type of teXt, reading styles, and so

forth, and fails to take into consideration various subcomponents

of reading, along with the influence8 of inStruction (Canale

1986).

The line of development that Canale (1986) would propose for

CAT is that it move from simply mechanizing existing product-

oriented reading comprehension item types to the inclusion of

more Process-oriented; interactive tasks that can be integrated

into broad and thematically coherent language use/learning

activities; such as "intelligent tutoring systems."(14)

Test-Taking Strategies

The strategies that respondents use in taking tests have

implications both for the issue of test validity and "bias for

best." Tests that are relied upon to indicate the comprehension

level of readers may produce misleading results because of

numerous techniques that readers have developed for obtaining

correct answers on such tests without fully or even partially.

(14) In intelligent tutoring systems, the computer diagnoses
the students' strategies and their relationship to expert
strategies, and then generates instruction based on this
comparison.
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understanding t e text. As Fransson (1984) puts it, respondents

may not proceed via the text but rather around it. In effect,

then; there are presumptions held by test constructors and

administrators as to what is being tested and there are the

actual processes that test takers go through to produce answers

to questions and tasks. The two may not necessarily be one and

the same. It may also be that the strategies the respondents are

using are detrimental to their overall performance, or at least

not as helpful as others they could be using.

Mentalistic measures using verbal report have helped

determine how respondents actually take reading comprehension

tests as opposed to what they may be expected to be doing (Cohen

1984). Studies calling on respondents to provide immediate or

delayed retrospection as to their test-taking strategies

regarding reading passages with multiple-choice items have, for

example, yielded the following results:

(1) Whereas the instructions ask students to read the

passage before answering the questions, students have reported

either reading the questions first or reading just part of the

article and then looking for the corresponding questions.

(2) Whereas advised to read all alternatives before

choosing one, students stop reading the alternatives as soon as

they have found one that they decide is correct.

(3) Students use a strategy of matching material from the

passage with material in the item stem and in the alternatives,

and prefer this surface-structure reading of the test items to

one that calls for more in-depth reading and inferencing.
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(4) Students rely on their prior knowledge of the topic and

on their general vocabulary;

Recent Hebrew University student seminar papers have

provided innovations in two areas of investigation regarding

test-taking strategies in the use of first-language responses

to foreign-language passages and in the use of a response-

strategy checklist used after each response. The first study had

t o Hebrew-speaking respondents, a strong and a weak reader

respectively, engage in reading comprehension testing tasks

(Zupnik 1985a) . The students read an EFL text and answered five

questions in English by indicating the line(s) in the text that

provided an answer to the question, and then answered the same

questions again, this time providing open-ended answers for the

questions in Hebrew (as in Zupnik 1985b, mentioned above);

Both respondents were trained to produce think-aloud and

self-observational data(15)i and wmrm thmn amkmd to provid e. much

data regarding both language tasks before answering the questionS

in Weiting. The poor reader was found to use four times as many

reading Strategici.8 on t:,S EngliSh reSponse task than did the

(15) "Thihk-albUd" data eefleCt stream-of-consciousness
disclosure of thought processes while the information iä_being
attended to. _SUch data are basically unedited_and_unanalyzed.
"Self-observatibn," on_the other_hand, refers to the inspection
of specific reading behavior, either_while the information is
still in short-tert tomory, i,e., introniectively, or aftet the
event, i.e retrospectively (usually after 20 seconds or so).
It do08 entail analy8i8 and editing of the data to a lesser or
greater degree.
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strong reader (using Sarig's taxonomy of reading strategies(16))

Both readers used a similar number of strategies on the Hebrew

response task. As to the type of reading strategies used, it was

found that the better reader used monitoring strategies most of

all in both languages; while the poorer reader relied mostly on

Clarification and simplification strategies, with very limited

use of monitoring strategies. Furthermore; most of the

strategies of the stronger reader were comprehension-promoting,

While thOSe of the pOorer r,...ader were often comprehension-
_

i

_
deterring. As n the companion group study (ZuprOA 1985h) , thiS

case study Confirmed the hypothe8i8 that quoting theterically-

focused foreign-language segments from text encoltrages more

superficial reading than answering in the firSt language.

(16) Oft the basis of_protocol analysis of high7school students
reading Hebrew as a first language and English as a_forgign
language,_Sarig (1987) designed a taxonomy Of "teading move
types," which includes four broad categories of moves_ or
strategies:_technical-aid moves (reading_acts undertaken to
facilitate higher-level moves e.g., skimming for the purpose
of determing the macro-frame of the text and notes taken while
reading), clarification and simplification moves (semantic-
decoding moves, involving_paraphrase to simplify syntax,
vocabulary; ideas; or rhetorical functions); coherence-detecting
moves (using textual or extra-textual clues to_make the text
meaningful e.g.; through textual and content_schemata;
rhetorical functions; ideas and views expressed) ; and monitoring
moves (conscious strategies for checking on the reading process

e.g.; awareness of the task being performed, identification of
misunderstanding and incompaatibility of formerly interpreted
material with newly interpreted material; awareness of other
failures in comprehension; and awareness of resources for remedy
and likelihood of success).
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_

The second piece of innovative research on test taking dealt

with the refining of a research methodology for tapping test-

taking strategies. The issue under study was whether it is

possible to collect introspective and retrospective data from

students just after they have answered each item on a test. The

approaches reported on in previous work have involved at most a

request of respondents after they have finished a subtest or

group of items that they reflect back as to the strategio8 that

they used in arriving at answers to those items (Cohen 1984).

an effort to provide immediate verbal report data, Nevo (1985)

designed a testing format that would allow for immediate feedback

after each item. She developed a response-strategy checklist;

based on the test-taking strategies that have been described in

the literature and on her intuitions as to strategies respondents

were likely to select. A pilot study had shown that it was

difficult to obtain useful feedback on an item-by-item basis

without a checklist to jog the respondents' memory as to possible

strategies.

Nevo's checklist included fifteen strategies; each appearing

with a brief description and a label meant to promote rapid

processing of the checklist (see Figure 1). She adminstered a

multiple-choice reading comprehension test in Hebrew first-

language and French foreign-language to forty-two 10th graders,

and requested that they indicate for each of the ten questions on

each test, the strategy that was most instrumental in their

arriving at an answer as well as that which was the second most
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instrumental. The responses were kept anonymous so as to

encourage the students to report exactly what they did; rather

than what they thought they were supposed to report.

It was found that students were able to record the two

strategies that were most instrumental in obtaining each answer.

The study indicated that respondents transferred test-taking

strategies from first language to foreign language; The

researcher also identified whether the selected strategies aided

in choosing the correct answer The selection of strategies that

did not promote choice of the correct answer was more prevalent

in the foreign-language test than in the first-language version

The main finding in this study was that it was possible to obtain

feedback from respondents on their strategy use after each item

on a test if a checklist was provided for quick labeling of the

processing strategies utilized;

Futhermore, the respondents reported benefiting greatly from

the opportunity to become aware of how they took reading tests,

They reported being basically unaware of their strategies prior

to this study;(17)

In terms of the actual strategies used for answering the

multiple-choice tests in Hebrew as a first language and French as

a foreign language; Nevo found that "returning to the text to

(17) What was not looked at were the carry over effects of
this study on those same respondents the next time that they took
a reading test. Such research would help to determine whether
this awareness is only temporary or whether it has a lasting
effect.

;
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look f r the correct answer after reading the questions" and

"looking for clues to the answer in the section of text that the

question referred to" were the two most frequently reported

strategies, both in first and in foreign language. In foreign

languagei however, respondents were somewhat lf.ss likely t

return t6 the text in generali probably reflecting the greater

processing difficulties this involved. The major difference in

first-language vs. foreign-language test-taking strategies was

that in fir8t language, "guessing without any particular

considerations" was rarely utiliZed, while in foreign-language

reSponses, it was reportedly used for 20%=30% of the items on the

test. Nevo's study pinpointed not only the frequency of

guessing, but the specific items for which it was reported.(18)

From these findings and from others, there is emerging a

description of what respondents do to answer questions. Unless

trained to do otherwise, they may use the most expedient means of

responding available to them -- such as relying more on their

previous experience with seemingly similar formats than on a

ClOse reading of the description of the task at hand. Thus, when

given d passage to read and summarize, they may well perfort the

task the same way they did the last summary task, eathee than

paying close attention to what i8 called for in the current one.

(18) This study made a_dichotomy between guessing without any
particular considerations and not guessing. In reality, there iS
a continuum from guessing without conSideration8 to thoughtful
guessing to non-gue88ing.
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Oftehi this strategy works, but on occasion the particular task

may require subtle or major shifts in response behavior in order

to perform well.

There appears to be a further insight to be gained front the

teSt strategy literature, namely, that indirect testing formats

i.e.i those which do not reflect real-world tasks (e.g.,

multiple-choicei clozei etc.) may prompt the use of Strategies

solely for the purpose of coping with the test format. More

direct formats such as summarizing a test may be free of such

asdded teSting effects. However, as long as V-.a task is part of

a teSt, 8tudent8 are bound to use strategies they would not use

Under non-test COnditions. It is largely the responsibilitY Of

teSt cOnStrUctot8 and Of thOse who administor such teStS tip be

aware of what their te8ts are actually measuring. Verbal rePort

techniques can assist the test developer and user in obtaining

8uch information.

InSights about the way in which respondents go about

performing different testing tasks can be used tto make infbrmed

deCi8ionS as to: (1) the thOice Of testing format, (2) the

chOice and wording of in8tructions, and (3) the value and

feasibility of coaching the respondents in how to take language

teSt8. Work by O'Malley (1936) and Others has already made use

of research findings in designing training modules for the

learning of test-taking skills.

Conclusions
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This chapter has not a'Aempted tO sUrVey the WhOle field of

testing ag it relates to linguistic and communicative

p -iciency. Rather, it has touched on some of the issues

regarding the testing Of reading comprehension that have been of

major concern to test developers, test users, and test takers

during recent years. Reconsideration Of the purposes for teStS

and of how to combine purposes has been a key interest in thiS

chapter, as have questions of teSt validation. SOmetimes careful

attention is given to Lnnovatlon in testing method whether

through cloze, C-testing, or through computerized adaptive

testing without commensurate attention paid tO the type of

reading being called for, the level of comprehension desired, and

the comprehension skills to be elicited. For this reason;

attention was given to these factors here.

During this period of awakened interest in learners'

processing of language; it seems fitting that we should pay extra

attention to the actual strategies being used in test takirg.

There is no doubt that test constructors and test users can

receive beneficial feedback from inquiries into what the given

tests actually prompt respondents to do beyond their

ex.)ectations or assumptions. As for test takers; they are

sometimes if not frequently oblivious to how they are answering

test items; possibly to their detriment It is possible that

they would become more effective at ':aking tests if they were

informed as to what they are doing at present and as to what they

could be doing that would yield better results.
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Figure 1

Strategies for Answering Multiple-Choice Reading

Comprehension Questions (From Nevo 1985)

1. Sackaround knowledci o! aoneral knowledae outmido_the_teXt.
2. Ouommina! auoomina without any varticular cr-nmiderationm.
3. Returra-nd-to--the-bavora4ae! roturnina to text_t6 16Ok_for
the correct answer, after reading the questions and multiple-
choice alternatives,
4. Chroncloaical order lookina for tho anmwer in chronoloaical
order in the passage.
5. Cluow in the tegti locatthe arod in the teXt_that the
question referred to and then looking for clues to the answer in
that context.
6. Coamina mcarch-at rilausiblc choicc! readina the alternative
choices until reaching one_that was thought to be correct. NOt
continuing to read the_rest of the choices,
7. PrOL-,omm-of-eIM4nation; ooloctina an a1torn4tive not b:Icauoo
it was thought to_be correct but because the others_did not seem
reasonable, seemed similar, or were not understandable,
8. Choomina the exceotion: mumvectina a choice to be the correct
answer because it constituted an exception or had something
different about it.
9; Longth beina drawn to an alternativo becaume it wam
longer/shorter:.
10. Location! boina influenced by tho location of tho alternative
within the set of alternatives;
11. Common word! ch000ina an alternative bocaumo it had in it a
word that was common that was heard all the time.
12. Koy word: arrivina at an aItornativo bocaume it had in it a
word that appeared to be a key word.
13. Matchina the mtom with an alternativ e! aeltina an
alternative because it had in it a word/words that appeared in
the item stem as well;
14. Amoocatiori ! oeIoctinj th5k alternative becauoe it had a word
in it that evoked an association with a word in the first
language or in another language.
15. Matchina tho queotion with_tho text ! ooloc.tina an altornativo
because it had a word/words that also appeared in the text,
because it had words similar in sound; meaning; or belonged to
the same word fami:lAy, or because it just see.aed to be :elated.
16. Other otratav
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